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The Temnos mining facility has seen major fighting during the Thirteenth Great Jedi War. Some               

of it has left parts of the facility damaged and scorched with massed laser fire from orbiting ships                  

or defense batteries turned on the facility itself. More than that, internal sabotage and              

explosions have left whole sections isolated from the main hangars and refinery. Section 12-A is               

but one of these damaged areas.  

 

Located on the southernmost edge of the mining facility, Section 12-A is a designated              

communal area where workers used to live between shifts. Composed of four habitation blocks              

each with forty bunks, and a main communal area for entertainment and socializing, the section               

has since been reduced to rubble. Much of its infrastructure now damaged from the fighting, in                

particular, the main double corridors leading north, into the rest of the facility, have been               

sabotaged with improvised explosives, leaving only energy fields to keep the atmosphere in             

Section 12-A from escaping into the vacuum of space. The one and only functional airlock that                

remains, the one between the two main corridors in the communal area, is sealed and               

accessible through brute force or clever decoding. 

 

Lights flicker throughout the area, clearly already on emergency power, giving the whole section              

an eerie glow and atmosphere. Electrical cabling hangs dangerously from damaged ceilings,            

while circuit boards and ruined databanks spark furiously presenting a major fire hazard. Alarm              

lights and horns blaze across every wall, warning of imminent power loss or some other equally                

deadly hazard, as the energy fields fail periodically, creating strong gusts of air through the               

Section before other areas can be automatically shielded to prevent further decompression.            

Heavy ferrocrete ceiling panels, rocked out of place by explosions, periodaically fall from their              

cradles with every new decompression only adding to the dangers of Section 12-A. 


